Rescue is challenging, heartbreaking, rewarding and full of miracles. All of that usually takes place on a daily basis.

MaxFund is special because we truly give the time needed to see those miracles take place. It can be costly, but is what we do. Some do not get it because “there are so many to be saved”. This is true, but once they are with MaxFund that is our pledge to them. A chance at life is what they are given.

Other times it is not cost but just time. Time is what the animals have at MaxFund. Time for love, care, trust and hope. Again a chance for the life they deserve.

They are not “throw aways”, they are not “too old” or “too sick”; they are special. They are not a number, they are not a statistic. They are MaxFund animals.

—Heidi Hahn, Clinic Director
The MaxFund is a non-profit organization established to provide medical care for injured pets with no known owners and to find new homes for these animals once they have recovered. Further, the MaxFund is committed to the following goals:

Develop and implement education programs pertaining to animal care, with emphasis on the importance of spaying and neutering.

Disseminate information on spay/neuter facilities, and, on a periodic basis, conduct a spay/neuter clinic for pets of low income families.

Be a voice for the animals on issues of animal welfare.

Cooperate with other animal facilities/shelters in accomplishing these goals.

I’ll be waiting at the door to give unconditional love...
...come see about me.

Helping our community with their pets!
Dear Friends of MaxFund:

The MaxFund Animal Adoption Center has worked on educating the community on the importance of animal health and safety for over 28 years. Located in the heart of Denver, MaxFund was once a small, single building saving lives of injured strays with no known owners and finding them homes once they were adoptable. Staying true to its original mission, MaxFund has evolved into three facilities: a cat shelter, a dog shelter and a low-cost veterinary clinic for the community to utilize.

Educating the public and offering affordable vet care, which includes vaccinations, de-worming, spaying and neutering, allows the community the opportunity to get what is needed for their furry family members. Spaying and neutering keeps animal population down and unwanted animals off the street—there can be no argument that this creates a safer environment for the community. With our mobile medical unit, MaxFund also travels to rural areas of Colorado to assist people that are unable to make it to the big city, but desperately need their animals spayed/neutered and vaccinated.

We are continually working to advance our shelter operations, programs and services to help improve the quality of life for the MaxFund animals and their families. Because our animals usually start off with a medical bill and period of recovery and rehabilitation, and because we are a true no-kill shelter, our operating costs are much higher than other shelters. MaxFund has consistently been granted Charity Navigator’s highest rating for its ability to efficiently allocate and grow its finances with 81 percent of funds raised going to our program. We’re pleased to report that MaxFund has earned its tenth 4-star rating from Charity Navigator in 2015, a great honor for our organization.

Supporters of the MaxFund and their generosity have helped us speak for those that have no choice and no voice. We truly believe that every animal has a special place on earth and deserves a second leash on life. Thank you for helping continue our mission.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Grice
President of the Board
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Dear Friends of Animals,

Here we are 28 years later, having saved over 30,343 (end of 2015) animals, and spayed and neutered 52,503 (end of 2015) to prevent unwanted animals. We have struggled through the years, sometimes wondering how we would even make payroll, we have been truly blessed. In 2015 we adopted out 1236 animals, still having a few hundred left in our care. Our mobile unit, that goes into rural areas provided spay/neutered and vaccines for 1847 animals through our grant program. In our shelter we spayed/neutered and vaccinated 1583 animals. Our clinic spayed and neutered 1024 for low-cost to the public. They also provided through our low-cost clinic 3418 private pets service. Our grant program; from the beginning has been The Walter and Charlotte Family Foundation, they have supported us every year, and we also are supported by Mary Bates Foundation and others.

We have received for 10 years the 4 star charity award meaning we handle our finances well, we show growth and fiscal wellbeing. We are in the top 12% of all charities rated by Charity Navigator. We are debt free, we do not spend money we do not have.

MaxFunders are, for the most part, ordinary hardworking people with an extraordinary dedication to the MaxFund, and to animals that get a second chance on life. Staff, volunteers, members, foundations, estates, and donors measure our success on a one-by-one basis, as each creature goes from a hopeless situation to the secure and happy life it deserves. For all those thousands of animals, we will always be the small shelter that does a big job.

**What MaxFund does for the community-81% of our funds go into our programs**
In a sense everything we do benefits the community. Many of the dogs and cats brought to MaxFund are found as strays and brought to us because we are a no-kill shelter. Getting these animals off the street saves taxpayers some of the cost for animal control and the Pound. These animals, if they are not rescued, contribute to sanitation problems, and public health problems, especially rabies. The MaxFund directly helps the pet-owning community by offering at-cost veterinary services

**Internship at our clinic.** We accept veterinary students to work in our clinic, to gain hands-on experience working with animals. We had 3 interns last year. It benefits them in getting their degree to become a veterinarian. Our clinic also is low-cost for the public, which makes vet care affordable. Location: 1000 Inca St.

We have several other programs, if you want more information. We will also provide detailed reports if needed. We know we make a big difference in our local community and throughout Colorado. Our shelter provides a safe haven for the injured, abandoned, and abused animals, we give them or sent to VRCC specialty clinic, or Access emergency, if needed. For instance our spay/neuter trailer goes out twice a month, to alter/vaccinate animals in economically depressed areas through our grant program. Another unique thing we do in chipping our animals, we chip them back to MaxFund, and the new owner can be secondary contact, what it means is; we have taken ownership of the animals we rescue. We have brought back our animals from New York, Cleveland, and Corpus Christi, which were found abandoned. We want to help them all their lives. We also take back our animals, as we know circumstances change, regardless of how many years they are gone.

Sincerely,

Nanci Suro, Cofounder/Director

---

**Financial Information for Fiscal Year Ending: 12/31/2015**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue</th>
<th>Expenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contributions: $372,215.00</td>
<td>Program Service: $2,646,099.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Grants: $0.00</td>
<td>Admin Mgmt General: $209,452.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Service Revenue: $0.00</td>
<td>Fundraising: $155,384.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments: $0.00</td>
<td>Payments to Affiliates: $0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Events: $171,446.00</td>
<td>Other expenses: $0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales: $0.00</td>
<td>Other expenses: $0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other: $2,467,789.00</td>
<td>Total expenses: $3,010,935.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Services to Total Expenses: 84%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising Expenses to Contributions: 19%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THIRD TIME’S A CHARM FOR WAYWARD CAT

By Phil McPeck

May 18, 2013, was a warm day and Leah Peer was tending to things around the southeast Aurora home she shares with her husband, Jeff, and three cats. Sometime during the day she drew blinds against the sun, and at the same time blocked out an awareness that the screen door was open.

Tango, a purebred Abyssinian that the Peers moved with them from Buffalo, N.Y., was aware of the open door, though. And in a minute of inattention, he slipped outside into a world of lawns, fences, neighborhood traffic, and not too far away the always-busy South Parker Road, the state highway that borders the east side of Cherry Creek State Park. The park’s 4,200 acres of wilds conceal myriad threats to domestic cats, from coyotes to snakes, if Tango dared venture that far.

Leah Peer did all of the right things when Tango went on the lam. “We looked high and low, all over the place around here. We put up posters on light poles,” she said. She checked with neighbors and local animal control.

“I even had a friend who called a pet psychic, which I didn’t put much stock in,” Peer said. The psychic said Tango had been hit by a car, she said.

Early on Peer also registered Tango with a lost pets website. There are many with both free and paid features, such as lostmykitty.com, petamberalert.com, tabbytracker.com and petkey.org. “I followed that for over a year,” she said.

Additionally there are sites created for specific geographical areas, such as the Facebook page called “coloradolostfoundpets.”

Fast forward to December 2013, seven months after Tango disappeared, and to MaxFund Animal Adoption Center on the edge of downtown Denver. A visitor there fell for a cat named Copper and took him home. That adoption didn’t work out, though; Copper was not as cuddly and compatible with his new family as they had envisioned. Around the end of May 2014, he was returned to the MaxFund shelter. Maxfund, as Denver’s premier no-kill animal shelter, prides itself on two things: giving its “residents” the health care they need through its public, low-cost veterinary practice — MaxFund Wellness Center, 1000 Inca St. — and giving them whatever time they need to find a permanent home.

Copper got the first when MaxFund veterinarians identified him as a special-needs cat who required a prescription diet for a sensitive stomach.

In fall, Copper again caught the eye of a MaxFund visitor and was adopted. But forever in his next “forever home” lasted only a month. Again Copper found himself in the “shy cats” room at MaxFund, with co-founder Nanci Suro fulfilling the promise of unlimited time at the shelter.

The multi-windowed shy cats room is a few steps from the large, glassed-in Ol’ Barn Cat room and its twin, Janet’s Room, just off the cat shelter lobby. Those bright, airy rooms for the no-kill shelter’s most social cats also feature enclosed areas in which cats can roam perches in the outdoor air, bask in the sun and interact with passersby. Residents of the shy cats room are just as curious, playful, “talkative” and adoptable as other cats and make fine pets, but they’re a little more skittish. They’re not as wary of humans as residents of the feral cat room, but don’t expect them to be lap cats, as one MaxFund worker puts it.

Soon after Copper was returned to MaxFund for the second time, Leah Peer received a Facebook message: “Someone has reported a cat that meets your description in a no-kill shelter.” Peer said she figured it was a scam stemming from the registering of Tango’s disappearance on the Internet about 18 months earlier. Nonetheless she followed up.

In a picture of Copper, “The coat looked a little too bright and the eyes looked a little too green,” Peer said. But Copper wasn’t a lap cat and neither was Tango. Peer said she called Tango her “puppy cat” for his penchant to follow her everywhere. But “He didn’t like to be picked up,” she said.

 Husband Jeff Peer and their son went to MaxFund for what turned into a most-memorable scene for MaxFund employee Brittny Hernandez and other cat shelter staffers. “They were able to come in say ‘That’s my cat,’” Hernandez said. “We were all shocked. They put him on their laps and were loving on him and he didn’t do anything about it.”

A couple of weeks before Christmas, Copper, aka Tango, left MaxFund for a third time, but this time in the care of his true owners, Leah and Jeff Peer. As all MaxFund animals are, he was microchipped before his first adoption from there.

Today Tango is on his home-made, grain-free diet for the sensitive stomach and at age 13 is readjusting to his rightful place. During his time away, the Peers lost one of their other cats to cancer and adopted a new one from the Denver Dumb Friends League, Leah Peer said.

She said she wasn’t surprised that neither of two adoptions from MaxFund worked out for Tango, in the first case because he wasn’t getting along with anyone. She said Tango knew that life wasn’t right, or at least it wasn’t the life he had known before his escape.

“He’s a really, really smart cat,” Peer said. And now “There’s no question he knows he’s home.”
**SHORTY NEEDS YOUR HELP!**

*By Heidi Hahn and Tami Tanoue*

Shorty is a gorgeous Black Lab mix girl born in March, 2014. She arrived at the MaxFund with a physique that is startling...shocking, really. Her rear half is twisted in a most improbable way, which makes standing and walking quite a challenge.

There are typically two reactions that people experience upon meeting her for the first time.

First, pity. You’ll compare Shorty to the “able-bodied” dogs you know. You’ll imagine how daunting her challenges must be. Shorty’s appearance may bring tears to your eyes. Take a look at Shorty’s video at www.petcaring.com/helpshorty.

Second, AMAZEMENT. You’ll be drawn to Shorty’s happy, smiling face, and her enthusiasm, charisma and charm will wash over you. There is no way you can have that first reaction for long. You’ll know from her playful ways and her indomitable spirit that there’s no room or need for pity in her life!

Shorty came to MaxFund on August 29, 2014. She was relinquished because her primary caregiver passed away. The family had multiple dogs in the home and realized that caring for Shorty was an enormous undertaking. The relinquishing paperwork stated that the family had had her since birth. There’s no mention on what happened, when it happened, or how it happened: “She has always been like this,” is what we were told.

Shorty’s had x-rays taken, and they’re pretty shocking. One vet we consulted described what she saw as “hemivertebrae (deformed spinal bones) on steroids with nuclear waste and zombie venom.” There’s shock that she’s even alive, much less thriving. You hear moans, groans, and just disbelief in general.

So can Shorty be “fixed”? Well, Shorty will be the first to point out she’s not “broken!” What she needs is your help to be the very best Shorty she can be. Professional physical therapy will allow her to build her strength, balance, and endurance. We have started working with the fine folks at CRCG Canine Rehabilitation Group, and have consulted with the professionals at Ortho Pets as well as CSU’s therapy group.

All this is very expensive, of course. But with your help, Shorty can get the assistance she needs. Shorty is full of life and spirit and joy. Although her body has improvised a way to get around, physical therapy will greatly improve her mobility. We hope the therapy can also assist in dealing with the incontinence issues that are associated with her condition. Ultimately, we’d love for her to be able to find a great forever home. But until and unless that happens, she will always have a place at MaxFund.

We’ve set up a fundraising page at http://www.petcaring.com/helpshorty, with a goal of $10,000. This amount will allow her to get several months of intensive physical therapy at CRCG to strengthen her muscles and improve her mobility and balance. We plan to train volunteers to assist her with additional exercises, too.

So please go to http://www.petcaring.com/helpshorty and help if you can. Checks are also welcome, and may be sent to: MaxFund, 720 W. 10th Ave., Denver, CO 80204, attn.: Help Shorty.

Shorty is the embodiment of MaxFund’s mission, and we depend on your generosity and support to fulfill that mission. THANK YOU for helping Shorty.
**SHORTY WAS ADOPTED!**

*Below is the update from his new owner.*
The additional $10,998.63 donated will be used to fund her continuing rehab.

Shortround (formerly Shorty) is doing fantastic! She is so smart and curious and learning so much! Most of her day is spent playing with my Boxer and Beagle, or chewing on toys, furniture or my shoes until she gets tired and takes a nap. She is learning that furniture is a definite ‘no, no’ and shoes are a close second. She loves going for walks and getting loved up (of course, you probably already knew that). She is also quite the licker. She licks my feet clean almost every night before we stretch.

We have gotten into a routine of heading outside to let her do her business, and we are making some progress. She still wears a diaper inside and has gotten much better about letting me secure it to her before taking off after the other girls.

She loves meeting all of the new people who come to see her, and the feeling seems to be mutual. My 12 year old niece says that she wants to steal her every time she comes to visit. She has started to get quite protective as well. She barks at the dogs next door, as well as people who pass by the front. But, she sure is an added light to my life.

As I experiment with how to do things with her and what works best, I feel as though we are figuring things out fairly nicely. She is so patient with me and excited to try new things.

The other day, she started whining when I ran upstairs to grab some lunch and it made me so happy to know that she was used to her new home and me well enough to whine and say ‘Mom, come back!’

*Bracelle and Shortround*

---

**WHO IS NORMAL?**

*By Dr. Bill Suro*

Because the dramatic cases are more press worthy, outsiders sometimes get the idea that all we deal with are the seriously injured and rescues from terrible situations. I have been asked whether all the cats and dogs up for adoption are rehabilitation cases. “Don’t you have any adoptions that are normal?”

I will leave that argument about what is “normal” for another day. Instead I will bring up again a situation that the MaxFund handled; I wrote about it in this newsletter quite a few years ago but I can’t ever get it completely out of my mind. I suppose that the man in this case is considered “normal” by his neighbors. Or is it an abnormal neighborhood.

The MaxFund was called because a small shelter in Utah wanted to ensure that this particular dog got to a no-kill shelter. In a nutshell the story went that a dog owner wanted to get rid of his young healthy dog for some reason that we will never know. But he didn’t want to pay for euthanasia, so he took it out back and whacked the dog in the head with a piece of firewood.

The poor dog was not killed but lay there unconscious and obviously breathing. The man solved this dilemma by burying the dog under a big pile of recently cut firewood. It makes sense doesn’t it? He was going to make that pile anyway, and this would not only solve the problem but also cover up the evidence.

Luckily the dog recovered from his concussion in time to start whining and howling loud enough to be heard by a pedestrian on a nearby trail. This guy walked on by, but when the noises still were audible when he returned from town, he rescued the dog.

The MaxFund found that the poor dog had not suffered any permanent damage so all we had to do was to bring it back to health from exposure and going without food and water for some extended time. He had plenty of reasons to be distrustful of people, but he wasn’t. He was easily adopted soon after his recovery.

After this passage of time, I have forgotten the name we gave this dog; forgive me for just calling him “the dog.” I’ll never forget this example of human’s inhumanity.

Most of MaxFund’s “normal” adoptees are less dramatic, although they are frequently tragic on the human side. A few days ago, four dogs were relinquished to the MaxFund because their owner was killed in a nasty auto accident. People move, divorce, or whatever. Our job is to make sure that the pet doesn’t end up the innocent victim no matter what the circumstance.
MaxFund
A true no-kill shelter

Rating Profile

Score (out of 100) | Rating
Overall Score & Rating | 97.44 | ★★★★★
Financial | 96.38 | ★★★★
Accountability & Transparency | 100.00 | ★★★

This rating was published 06/01/2016 and includes data from FY2014, the most recent 990 received at that time.

Why isn’t this based on more recent data?
Foster Program

MaxFund is looking for foster parents willing to foster animals in need of a safe, caring environment in which to reach their full loving potential. Animals in our loving foster homes are much easier to adopt because they heal more quickly from any existing injuries or medical procedures and don’t suffer from some of the more common issues found in shelter animals: obesity, depression, anxiety, fear, or other health issues.

For approved foster parents, MaxFund will provide on-going access to the Foster Coordinators and or Veterinary Technicians to answer any health or behavior related questions, vaccines, medications, collar and tags, prescription food, and veterinary care at the MaxFund Wellness Center.

Fostering is a very rewarding experience and allows animals to be in a more comfortable environment before they find their forever home. If you can help, please e mail to fostering@maxfund.org, or call the shelter to get started at 303-595-4917.

Animals placed in foster care gain the experience of living in a home. They are in a less stressful environment and have more opportunities for socialization. Fosters receive more attention and exercise on a one to one basis. They have someone to bond with and understand them.

MaxFund maintains foster parents that have supported MaxFund for an extended period of time. Foster parents also provide more community exposure of MaxFund and participate at monthly events.

MaxFund has a Dog Foster Coordinator, Amy Allan; and a Cat Foster Coordinator who are readily available to speak with or follow-up with. These two ladies also make regular contact with MaxFund foster parents to see if there has been interest in the animal’s adoption, update personality information and follow their progress.

In some cases our foster placements are long term, but 100% of our foster animals are eventually adopted to a forever loving home! Many times the foster parent will become attached and adopt the animal themselves!

Volunteer Program

MaxFund relies on its volunteers to fill many of the needs at the shelter, and the volunteer program is extremely flexible and rewarding! No matter what your interest in helping MaxFund, there are likely many things you can do!
Areas of volunteer opportunity include:
- Animal Care- Housekeeping
- Special Events, Mobile Adoptions, and Fundraising
- Lobby Greeting and Animal Adoptions

In order to volunteer at the shelter for ANY of the volunteer positions listed, you must first be accepted as a volunteer and go through a volunteer orientation. Once volunteers have gone through an orientation, they can do just about anything at the shelter, based on whatever interests you have. For more information on getting started as a volunteer, and to download a volunteer application, please visit www.maxfund.org.

Every month 25 to 40 new volunteers are recruited, and the mission of MaxFund is shared with animal lovers! It is important to us that we can encourage each and every new volunteer to stick around long term. The animals need them!

MaxFund is so appreciative and reliant on all the volunteers that come to exercise and love our animals. After 23 years of being in operation, volunteers are the base of the shelter and have a crucial role in supporting the mission of MaxFund. They observe our pets, participate in training and socialization, and they enable the pets to get more exercise than the staff can provide on an individual basis. There are over 500 active volunteers and we can never thank them enough for sharing their personal time with the animals in need!

The MaxFund Volunteer Coordinator, is regularly in touch with all volunteers about questions, concerns, ideas for improvement, and other suggestions. She is readily available to help and answer any questions and guide you through the process to support the MaxFund animals.

When you walk into MaxFund, it is clear that the volunteers are valued and appreciated. At any given time there are more volunteers than staff members who are willing to walk dogs, spend time with cats, help feed and clean, do dishes, or catch up on laundry. Together we keep the shelter clean and the animals happy!

Pet Food Supply Program

For those people struggling in this economy and having difficulty supplying food to their cats and dogs, MaxFund is here to help. MaxFund offers a food giveaway program for individuals on a low income. You can come in once a month for a free bag of cat food or dog food for your family pet. Proof of income and state identification are required to enroll, and there are no special requests. MaxFund runs on donations only, so what there is extra of is what we can provide.

MaxFund has prevented many animals from coming in to shelters simply because their owners cannot afford to feed them. With our struggling economy, we are here to help feed the animals.
Outreach Program

Our mobile unit travels the I-25 corridor from Trinidad/Alamosa to Weld County spaying and neutering animals in rural communities. MaxFund has always believed in spaying and neutering. From the beginning in 1988 we made it one of our missions. As we grew, so did the problem of pet over-population.

In 1995, we were receiving calls requesting that we expand the program. We began performing spay/neuters in fire stations and at community centers; not only locally but in rural communities. We are sometimes asked to come to trailer parks where cats have been left; our last project included 80 cats. We also helped when Lowry AFB closed. We trapped, spayed/neutered and found homes for those cats.

We had humble beginnings indeed and started with an old converted Snap-on-tool truck. Our driver took us to rural areas, trailer parks, shelters just surviving and neighborhoods wanting help. We even go to the sheriff’s department in Weld County to help with spaying/neutering and vaccinations. We resorted sometimes to using kitchen tables for surgery. We knew the need and had to address it, so we started a capital campaign.

We researched basic mobile units to start as we had grown out of our old van. We found the van types were too expensive, so we opted for a trailer. Ron and Nancy Soule were the first to donate enough funds to almost cover the cost of the trailer. Essentially, they were the ones who gave us a base to start the program. The Soule family still gives us a grant each year as the base of our SN program. We were fortunate with many blessings as money continued to come in. With that we bought a used 1995 truck.

We are proud of the fact that both the truck and trailer are still in operation today. Our mobile unit alone spays and neuter about 1000 animals a year in the rural area. Dr. Beth Watts is our veterinarian and sets up the clinics. She generally does 20 animals a day and the clinics go from 1 to 3 days.

In today’s economic times it is important that people know that they have a resource that can help the health of their pet. As we travel in the rural areas, we find that it is difficult sometimes for those individuals to take care of themselves, much less for their animals. This program makes a huge difference in saving lives of the animals, giving peace of mind to communities and helping people with their pets.

Adoption Program

Rescue is challenging, heartbreaking, rewarding and full of miracles. All of that usually takes place on a daily basis.

MaxFund is special because we truly give the time needed to see those miracles take place. It can be costly, but that is what we do. Some do not get it because “there are so many to be saved.” This is true, but once they are with MaxFund that is our pledge to them. A chance at life is what they are given.

Other times it is not cost but just time. Time is what the animals have at MaxFund. Time for love, care, trust and hope. Again a chance for the life they deserve. They are not “throw-aways” they are not “too old” or “too sick”, they are special. They are not a number, they are not a statistic. They are MaxFund animals.
WHAT ELSE IS UNIQUE ABOUT THE MAXFUND?

MaxFund is a TRUE no-kill shelter. There is no initial pre-sorting of animals into “adoptable” and “non-adoptable” categories, discarding the so-called “unadoptable.” The MaxFund takes every animal it has the space for. EVERY animal is kept until its owner is found or it is placed in a new adoptive home. The only reason for euthanasia is when it is in the humane interest of the animal. No animal is discarded to municipal shelters for them to be euthanized when the prescribed number of days run out. Because our animals usually start off with a medical bill and period of recovery and rehabilitation, and because we are a true no-kill shelter, our operating costs are much higher than other shelters.

We also provide:

- Low cost vaccinations, pet food, and spay/neuter clinics for pets of low income families.
- No-fee adoptions, pet food, cat litter and transportation for veterinary services for senior citizens and AIDS patients.
- Therapy Program which takes pets to visit senior centers, the VA Hospital and nursing homes.

IN SUMMARY

As we head into 2016, we want to thank you for your support and believing in us as we continue to grow and to help as many animals as we can. Your support is our lifeline, we could not accomplish any of this without you. We are looking forward towards another great year working for the animals. The wonderful animals are why we are here: and the inspirations is what carries us on to do the best for them. In return they enrich our lives and those who support and adopt them. Thank you.